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AbstrAct

Traditionally, Operations and customer service departments have been looked at as back 
offices that are transaction oriented focusing on trying to get the job done as quickly and 
cheaply as possible. They are seen as Cost Centers, a liability eating into the bottom-line. This 
conventional cost-centered model of Operations & Customer Service strives to achieve the 
minimum per unit transaction cost, with all the KPIs and targets of the teams set accordingly. 
The purpose of this project was to challenge this general notion. It started with challenge the 
status quo mindset – thinking beyond mere transaction processing.

We aimed at a new philosophy of seeing each transaction as an opportunity for generating 
income and in the process transform ourselves into a Profit center. Thus, the project was named 
as Journey from Cost Center to Profit Center. The team stated looking at each transaction, as 
an opportunity to generate revenue and build a relationship. Quality tools like Lean Six Sigma, 
Brain Mapping, Process Reengineering were used to innovate and bring about the change. 
Various Lean Sigma projects and Idea Express innovations were undertaken which helped us 
achieve our goals. During the course of the project we mapped the operation teams budgeted 
costs with the revenues generated through various initiatives with an objective of achieving a 
breakeven.

Over the period of the project, the initiatives taken through the project gave sizeable results. 
Within the first eight months, the generated revenues (contribution to bottom-line) were touching 
97% of the budgeted costs. 

Introduction

• Reliance Capital Ltd. was started as a Reliance Commercial Finance, in 
May 2007.

• Marked entry as Reliance Commercial Finance – one of India’s fastest 
growing private sector financial companies, into the ever expanding 
consumer finance segment.

• Headquartered in Mumbai and have a presence at 20 locations, with a 
large family of channel partners associated with each branch.

• Full suite of loan products –

Home Loans, Loans Against Property, Commercial Property Loans•	

SME Loans, Microfinance•	

Car Loans, Commercial Vehicle Loans, Construction Equipment •	
Loans
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A quality portfolio with a loan book size of Rs. 14,402 Cr. (as of 30th November, 
2012).

 We derive confidence to enable consumers fulfill their dreams from the 
strong heritage of the group we belong to – Reliance Group.

Background

Our leadership strongly believes in the DNA of entrepreneurship, cultivation & 
development of quality culture in all functions of business. Various management 
initiatives like “Innovation Council”, Quality Culture Awards, Idea Express, 
Lean Sigma Projects are a testimony to this ideology. Such culture sets up 
different departments to think different and use various tools of quality in their 
day to day operations. In our quest of journey we set up a “Think Tank”, 
wherein everyone in the team would come up some way with some ideas in 
order to find ways and means to overcome the tag of Cost Center – and make 
strides towards being a Profit Center. Moving ahead with this philosophy, few 
areas were identified as action areas to achieve this transition. 

Approach

The following areas were identified as the prime drivers to achieve this. Process 
Excellence and Innovation within the function were the main enablers. 

• Business Generation (Cross-sell)

• Cost Saving

• Revenue Generation

• Customer Delight & Retention
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Figure 1: Mind Map
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 Mind mapping was followed by a periodical brain storming sessions with 
the team to lay down a path by taking in to consideration the pros & cons to 
enable transformations. This analysis was discussed and deliberated amongst a 
group of people comprising regional and in-house team which was supervised 
by the vertical heads and quality facilitators. Probable opportunities were then 
listed down and impact analysis of each opportunity was evaluated to gauge 
the likely results. 

Figure 2: Approach Used

Quality Tools Used

Lean Methodology

Six Sigma, originally developed at Motorola in the 1980s is a complete program 
for addressing how well an organization meets customer’s requirements and 
expectations by minimizing and reducing process variation that causes errors. 
We had initiated the following Lean Sigma projects
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Table1: Ideas Implemented

SL Lean Sigma Project Nature / Outcome

1 Cross Selling - South 1 Region Business Generation 

2 Cross Selling - North and East Region Business Generation 

3 Cross Selling - West Region Business Generation 

4 Cross Selling - South 2 Region Business Generation 

5 Direct Debit for Reduction in Technical Repetitive Bounces Revenue Generation

6 Effective Utilization of Funds Cost Savings 

Cross Selling Project

The idea was to start selling through the customer service touch points. 
Trainings were given to all customer touch point executives to build relations 
with customers instead of servicing the transaction. Business was just the result. 
Generated leads were tracked through Customer Relationship Management 
(CRM) module for closure. Various incentive plans were rolled out. Regular 
meetings and product trainings with business teams ensured that there are not 
any hiccups.

Project on Direct Debit for Reduction in Technical Repetitive 
Bounces

We identified a unique method to not only reduce the costs of Electronic 
Clearance System (ECS) activity, but also reduce the burden of repetitive 
technical bounces of ECS clearance. We debited the customer accounts directly 
through their respective banks, skipping the ECS clearance process. The direct 
outcome was immediate realization of funds against the earlier Turnaround 
time (TAT) of three days. With transactions happening directly, the technical 
bounces also reduced drastically. 

Effective Utilization of Funds

This was a cross functional project which was based on the data of disbursement 
cheque handover to customers, the arrangement of funds were made available 
in the account. The cheque handover was tracked through our state of the art 
File Tracking System (FTS). Our finance team would then transfer enough 
funds to the disbursement account, thus saving in interest on borrowed funds. 

Idea Express and Yellow Belt

“Idea Express” and “Yellow Belt” tools were introduced by Quality team. Here 
all employees would register their ideas. They would be then be implemented 
after evaluation. Monthly reporting of savings after validation by Finance 
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department would also be the part of the process. Yellow Belts recognition 
was for ideas yielding Benchmark Bottom Line Contribution, Top Line 
Contribution or Service Improvement. 

Table 2: Snapshot of Top Ideas and Yellow Belt Initiatives during this 
Transformation

Tool Idea / Yellow Belt Title Nature / Outcome

Idea Express Rationalization of Storage Space Cost Savings

Idea Express Collection of Cash Handling Charges Revenue Generation

Yellow Belt Customer Retention - Mortgage Loans Revenue Generation / Customer 
Retention

Yellow Belt Direct Empanelment of Vendors Cost Savings

Yellow Belt Charging 3 Day Gap Interest at the Time 
of Pre Closure

Revenue Generation

Results

Lead Generation – Acquisition and Cross Sell

Branch operations customer services along with inbound teams were trained 
for business development. They saw every interaction with the customer as 
an opportunity to do business and not just a transaction. Within the first six 
months business over Rs. 40 corer were generated. 

Table 3: Ideas Implemented

Region

Amount Financed 
(In Rs. Crore) 
April, 2012-March, 2013

Bottom-line Contribution 
(In Rs. Crore) 
April 2012- March, 2013

North & East 26.78 0.99

South 1 39.87 1.91

South 2 17.63 0.78

West 11.04 0.48

Call Center 
Inbound 10.67 0.38

Grand Total 105.99 4.54
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Revenue Generation

All processes were reviewed to look and identify areas where revenues could 
be generated. In total, Rs 6.44 Crores was generated. Few top earners were: 

Collection of 3 day additional interest from the date for pre-closure. •	

Retention of Mortgage customers. •	

Cash Handling Charges – Charges for making cash payments.•	

Cost Savings

This was more of a traditional approach but none the less very important. 
Cost savings, in total Rs.0.09 Crore in pure savings, were achieved through 
automation and process reengineering.

Customer Delight

With the changed approach results started showing up in the service delivery 
as well, the delight was up. Given below are some of the initiatives which were 
taken up to take the customer service levels up.

• TAT (Turnaround Time) Reduction for Customer Delight.

• IVR (Interactive Voice Response) Re-modification – Rationalization.

• Surveys through External Agencies for Benchmarking Our Services with 
Competitors

Table 4: Budgeted Cost Vs. Revenue

Budget Vs. Bottom-line (Rs. Crore)

 FY 2011-12
April – 
November 2012 FY 2012-13 FY 2013-14

Business Generation 0 1.63 4.54 8.00

Revenue Generation 0.95 5.61 6.44 8.00

Cost Saving 0.05 0.08 0.09 0.30

Bottom Line 
Contribution 1.00 7.32 11.1 16.30

Budgeted Cost 9.00 7.55 11.3 13.60

Bottom Line as % of 
Budget 11% 97% 98% 120%
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Figure 3: Budgeted cost V/s Bottom Line Contribution by Operations Team

Sustenance

Revenue Generation Through Cross Sell & Referrals: 

• Lean Six Sigma projects at Regional levels

• Contests Run for Cross Sell with Attractive Incentive Schemes.

• Part of KPI (Key Performance Indicator) which is directly linked to Variable 
Pay.

• Product Based Incentive Schemes for Referrals.

Cost Savings

• Top Ideas gets nominated for competing with Group companies. Winners 
get a token of appreciation & certificate.

• Part of KPI (Key performance Indicator) which is directly link to Variable 
Pay.

Customer Retention

• Product based process rolled out.

• Powers given to the regional operation teams up to certain limits which will 
result into fast decisions and help in retaining customers.

Conclusion

We may see cost centers and profit centers within the organizations, it’s 
ultimately how we look at every transaction as an opportunity to add to our 
bottom-line that makes a difference. We also placed “Customer” at the centre. 
This concept has helped us to bring our leadership belief come true of “Making 
of Entrepreneurs” & helps us to cultivate the same in entire team 

During the period of the project, the “Operation Shop” was able to recover 
98% of the total budgeted cost for the department as on 31st March 2013. The 
projections indicated that positive returns by the end of next financial year


